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The goal of this researcti is the understanding of elementary chemical and physical processes important in

the combustion of fossil fuels. Interest centers on reactions and properties of short-lived chemical
.–. –.1 .–. T,.,mcermecumes. rugn-resolution, high-sensitivity, laser absorption methods are augmented by high-

temperature, flow-tube reaction kinetics studies with mass-spectrometric sampling. These experiments

provide information on the energy levels, structures and reactivity of molecular free radical species and,

in turn. nrovifle ~~w ~o& f~~ ~h~ sDM$7 of ~~~pv flow ~VA~&rnjc~~ ~GH~ &~vq3Y ~~ I-~&~~s ~Dvo~v~~ ~~-.. -----, ~.- --- ~= . ---- .,

chemical systems. The experimental work is supported by theoretical studies using time-dependent

quantum wavepacket caicuiations, which provide insight into energy flow among the vibrational modes of

polyatomic molecules and interference effects in multiple-surface dynamics.

Recent Progress

Vibrational dynamics of “planar acetylene”

The acetylene molecule (HCCH) is one of the simplest hydrocarbon molecules, yet it has quite rich and
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(3D) stretching-only model, to “planar acetylene” by inclusion of the two (nondegenerate) bending modes

iIKO a five-”mode Inodei. This modei exhibits quartic enharmonic resonances that COInpfiCMe the

vibrational dynamics, and has a much higher density of vibrational states than the 3D model. The 5D

wavefunction of J=O planar HCCH was represented using a direct-product plane-wave discrete variable
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by the C21, point group, and the dipole moment function transforms as B2. We have computed the

vibrational eigenvalues and eigen-functions of A ~ and II? symmetry for this model up to ca. 17,000 cm–i

above the potential minimum. The vibrational eigenfunctions of the model are extremely useful in studies

of the vibrational spectroscopy and dynamics in three distinct ways: (1) they are essential for simulating
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of the vibrational state populations; and (3) they can serve as an “essential states” basis in simulations of

the vibrational dyimmics that is much mo~e compact than the full DVR grid from which they are derived.

mm 7w avepacket propagation. in simulations of the viiorational dynamics, it is necessary to Sulv-e tlie tinie-

dependent Schrodinger equation. Either a time-dependent or time-independent potential fimction can be

handled by the Lanczos propagator, which involves the short-time expansion of the wavepacket in a

(small) KIy]ov snare {~ f ~ )] geIWI-aLCd fi~rn fh~ w~vqac~ef ~tse~ v~a a ch~ee-term recursion relation, At\L—––..—-, –r -...– .—---- -—--. ————_-

each point 77on the DVR grid with continuous coordinate eigenfunctions {1u~)}, the wavepacket at time

t+ At is given by



. ., .

where I/, ) is the normalized IY(t)) , and {1e ~ )) is the set of eigenvectors, with corresponding

eigenvalues {EL }, of the t;me average of ~(t) in the interval (t, t + At) represented in the Krylov space

~[f,,,)j. The error in the Lauczos propagator is proportional to (At)N’ , so it can be made negligible

compared to round-off error for relatively small values of iV~(e.g., NL =12 ).

Obtaining a large set of vibrational eigenfunctions as a secondary “essential-states>’ basis. The

Lanczos propagator can be used to compute the time-correlation function of an arbitrary initial

wavepacket, (Y(0) IY(t)).The eigenvalue spectrum of the eigenstates contained in the initial wavepacket

is then obtained from the Fourier transform of the time-correlation function. Separate symmetry-adapted

autocorrelation functions can be obtained for eigenstates of all symmetry species in a single wavepacket

propagation. Accurate energy eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenfunctions can be obtained one at

a time by propagating the initial wavepacket in negative imaginary time using the ad hoc energy-filtered

propagator

A (1. At
u (O,– iAt) = exp – H – Efilt,,~

o

and repetitively renormalizing. Here E ~jl,,,ris the estimated eigenvalue, and repeated application of this

propagator causes the initial wavepacket to decay to the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue

closest to EJl,(,r. The absolute mdue operator, meaningful only in the context of the Lanczos propagator,

discriminates well between closely spaced eigenvalues.

For highly excited and closely spaced eigenstates, the energy-filtered, imaginary-time propagation

method becomes too iaborio~s. .4n alternative is filter-diagonalization using the Chebyshev propagator.

We have, in collaboration with R. Chen and H. Guo, successfully applied filter-diagonalization to obtain a

large number of accurate vib~ationa] eigenvalues of planar

acetylene, but the coustru ction of more than a few of the

corresponding eigenf~~ncriO’IS. thm gh straightforward,

was not practical. It be.mme r >cessary to find a more

efficient way to obtain a fait-iy large number of relatively

accurate eigenfunctions.

We partitioned the vibrational modes of the 5D model

into two categories: stretches and bends, These two

categories of vibrational sta+es are coupled only weakly

by quartic enharmonic resonances in acetylene. The

eigenstates of the three stretching modes were computed

on the 3D DVR sub-gi-i d defined by restricting the

bending angles to their equilibrium values. Also those of

the two bending modes were computed on an analogous

2D DVR sub-grid. Each gr, up of states was sorted by
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Figure 1.Energy eigenvatues of “planar acetylene”

having A~and B2 symmetry obtained by a sequential
diagonalizationltruncation apprwdch.

symmetry and truncated. Diagonalization of

symmetry-adapted direcr pmtiucts of stretching and bending states yielded a set of 200 eigenstates of Al

symmetry and 162 cIgmstt I:: ~o;- Bz symmetry. The energy eigenvalues of these states are shown in Fig.

1. The correspondi,n~ cigenf Jnction~ were subsequently used as an “essential states” basis in successful

simulations of the k ser Ir,~>ci @ ation (control) of the vibrational dynamics of planar acetylene. The laser

pulse characteristics wer~ (i~J; imjzed using the essential-states basis, then verified using the full DVR grid.

For example, the selective excitation of the excited (0,3,0,0,0) Al CC-stretch state from the ground



spectrometric detection is a major theme in our group’s recent research efforts and is discussed in

detail in Christopher Fockenberg’s abstract. While this powerfhl technique offers major advantages

for simultaneous detection of many species involved in reactions, it is mute concerning product

internal-state distributions that can be measured on a case-by-case basis by laser spectroscopic
techniques. It also relies upon knowledge of photochemical quantum yields of the laser-induced

photolysis reactions used to generate the radicals under study. We have reconstructed and improved

an infrared diode laser kinetic absorption spectroscopy apparatus to address these requirements.

The first results from this new effort relate to reactions of ethyl radicals. The work has been

prompted by recent progress in determination of the IR absorption spectrum of ethyl radicals in our

group. In preparation for a study of the reactions between ethyl radicals and O atoms, we hatie

determined the quantum yield of CO in the 193-rim photolysis of diethyl ketone (3-pentanone, DEK),

a convenient source of ethyl radicals, in order to begin quanti~lng the products of this reaction. The
CO quantum yield is measured by comparing the intensity of the absorption of the CO P(16)
v = o + v = 1 line to the intensity of the same line produced fi-om the 193-rim photolysis of acetone-

h6, a reaction for which the CO-quantum yield is known. The measured CO quantum yield from

DEK is 0.91 *O. 17. Evidence for a quantum yield of less than one is supported by a recent kinetics
result from our group where Czm was observed as a -20+ 10°/0product of this photolysis. We plan

firther work to determine whether ethylene is a primary or secondary product of the reaction.

FUTUREPLANS
The spectra of bromomethylene are very rich and contain much additional information that we

have yet to extract. Preliminary rotational analysis of a band involving VZ”= 2 of HCBr suggests this

ground state level is perturbed, the first possible indication of the presence of background triplet state

levels. Assignment of the perturbing level will allow a direct estimate of the triplet-singlet splitting.

Future work on this system will also include attempts to measure rate constants for reactions of

singlet bromomethylene. It will be interesting to see if this species retains the extreme chemical
reactivity of singlet CHQ.

New investigations of the unimolecular dissociation of cyanogen are planned using FM Doppler

spectroscopy with tunable excitation energies. We will thus be able to address general questions

concerning the role of long-range anisotropic forces on “barrierless” dissociations, possible triplet

state participation in the dissociation, and effects of specific selection of vibrational and total angular

momentum. Subtle, but pervasive deviations from statistical models make this dissociation one whose

greater understanding prolmises rewarding insights.
Further characterization of the 193-rim photolysis of DEK requires detection of the ethyl product.

A simple method means of probing this species without encountering the limitations of lead-salt diode

laser wavelengths or the complexities of the ethyl radical spectrum is to titrate C2H5 using its fast
reaction with Clz and to infer ethyl radical concentrations from the intensity of the (stable)

chloroethane spectrum. This study will be undertaken shortly, We have recently incorporated a
Herriott-type cell in the apparatus that will increase the spectrometer sensitivity and permit a diode-

laser-based kinetic study of the rate of reaction of CD3 radicals, produced from the 193-rim photolysis

of acetone-d& with O atoms produced from the co-photolysis of SOQ.
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